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Historic Preservation Property Tax Exemption Application
Instructions

This application is to be completed in accordance with Chapter 1A-38, Florida Administrative Code, and the
instructions provided below. Read these instructions carefully before filling out the attached application. Type or
print clearly in black ink. In cases where complete and adequate documentation is not provided, review and
evaluation cannot be completed. An incomplete application or failure to provide the required supporting material
shall result in recommendation for denial of the requested tax exemption.

Copies of Chapter 1A-38, F.A.C., or additional copies of this application form may be obtained from the Division of
Historical Resources, Florida Department of State, or the Local Historic preservation Office in those jurisdictions
where such an office has been certified by the Division of Historical Resources. The Historic Preservation Property
Tax Exemption Application has three parts: Part 1 -- Evaluation of Property Eligibility, Part 2 – Description of
Improvements, and Part 3 – Request for Review of Completed Work. Applicants are strongly encouraged to submit
Parts 1 and 2 of the Application and receive preliminary project approval prior to the start of construction.

The Request of Review of the Completed Work shall be submitted upon completion of the improvements, and must
clearly describe the completed work. For projects that are completed before application is made, Part 3 must
accompany the Part 2 submission.

Under the procedures outlined in Chapter 1A-38, F. A. C., application submissions to the Division will be reviewed
within 30 days following receipt of a completed, adequately documented application. Reviews conducted by Local
Historic Preservation Offices will be completed consistent with the routine schedules and procedures of the local
design review body, as set forth by the local government. Questions concerning the review status of specific
applications should be addressed to the Division or the Local Historic Preservation Office, as applicable. Notification
as to approval or denial of the tax exemption will be made by the local government. The Division or the Local
Historic Preservation Office will notify the applicant and the local government of its findings following completion of
their review of each of the three parts of the application. These findings will be as follows:

For Part 1 – Evaluation of Property Eligibility
a) Certification that the property is or is not a historic property pursuant to s. 196.1997, F.S., and the criteria set  forth

in Chapter 1A-38, F.A.C.
b) Certification that the property does or does not qualify for the special exemption provided under s.196.1998, F.S.,

for properties occupied by non-profit organizations or government agencies and regularly open to the pubic (if
this Special Exemption is provided by the local historic preservation property tax exemption ordinance).

For Part 2 – Description of Improvements
a) Determination that the planned improvements are or are not consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s

Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings, and the criteria set forth in
Chapter 1A-38, F.A.C. Work which is inconsistent with the referred Standards, Guidelines and criteria will be
identified, and corrective measures will be recommended.

For Part 3 - Request for Review of Completed Work:
a) Determination that the completed improvements are or are not consistent with the Standards and Guidelines, and

the criteria set forth in Chapter 1A-38, F.A.C., and recommendation to the local government that the requested
tax exemption be granted or denied.

Address correspondence to the Division at:

Bureau of Historic Preservation,
500 South Bronough Street, R.A. Gray Building

Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0250
Telephone: (850) 487-2333 FAX: (850) 922-0496
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Address correspondence to the Local Historic Preservation Office at:
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In completing this application, use blank sheets of paper as needed to provide information for which additional space
is needed. On each sheet include the Property Identification Number and the Property Address. To amend an
application that has already been submitted, use the Amendment Sheet provided.

Owners must report to the Division or the Local Historic Preservation Office, as applicable, any substantial damage,
alteration or change to a property that occurs after the Division or Local Historic Preservation Office has
recommended to the local government that the tax exemption be granted. The Amendment Sheet provided should
also be used for this purpose.

Part 1 – Historic Preservation Property Tax Exemption Application
Evaluation of Property Eligibility

All property owners submitting applications for properties in historic or archaeological districts must complete Part 1
of the application, entitled Evaluation of Property Eligibility. Owners of buildings or sites individually listed in the
National Register or individually designed as a historic property or landmark under a local ordinance need not
complete this part of the application. However, applications submitted to the Division for properties individually
designated as historic properties or landmarks by local ordinance must be accompanied by copies of the

designation report for the property and official correspondence or other documentation verifying such designation.

Application Review: For buildings or archaeological sites within districts , the documentation in the Evaluation of
Property Eligibility (Part 1) must be sufficient to allow the Division or Local Historic Preservation Office to: (1) make
a judgment about how the building or site relates to the district as a whole, and (2) determine what particular features
of the building or site contribute to its historic character or archaeological significance. In compiling information for
completion of this part of the application, it is helpful to consult the National Register nomination or the local
designation documentation for the district. It should not be necessary in most cases for the applicant to do extensive
research to develop the required description of physical appearance and statement of significance. When requested,
this part of the application also provides the information needed to determine eligibility for the Special Exemption
provided by Chapter 196.1998, F.S.

Completing the Evaluation of Property Eligibility

1. Description of Physical Appearance

For historic buildings in districts: Provide information about the major exterior and interior features of the
building. Describe the building in its existing condition (before improvement) -- not as it was when first built (unless
unchanged) or as it will be after improvement. Note the architectural style, exterior construction materials (wood,
brick, etc.), type of roof (flat, gable, hipped, etc.), number of stories, basic plan (rectangular, irregular, L-shaped,
etc.), and distinguishing architectural features (placement and type of windows, chimneys, porches, decorative
interior features or spaces). Describe any changes that have been made to the building since its original construction
(i.e., additions, porch enclosures, new storefronts, relocation of doors and windows, and alterations to the interior).
Other buildings on the property such as carriage houses, barns and sheds should also be described. Finally, discuss
the way in which the building relates to others in the district in terms of siting, scale, material, construction, and date
of construction.
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Example – Historic Building
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Building within a registered historic district: This three-story, flat-roofed, unpainted brick building, rectangular in
shape, was constructed in1850. It features regularly spaced arched windows on the second and third floors (6
openings on the east elevation have been filled in over the years, exact date unknown), 2-over-2 double-hung sash,
and a prominent bracket cornice. The first floor of the facade has been altered; the existing storefront dates from
ca. 1950. On the interior, the first floor is divided into two principal spaces, a large commercial space in front and
a smaller office behind. The front room was modernized in the 1950s and contains no surviving historic fabric
except for a simple wooden staircase running along the party wall. A pressed metal ceiling is the most prominent
feature in the rear office; historic baseboards, paneled doors, and window and door surrounds also survive in this
room. The upper floors have two rooms each, identical in configuration to the first floor; these rooms retain their
original appearance, although they contain no architectural detailing of any kind (see photographs).

For archaeological sites in districts: Provide information regarding the age of the site and its period(s) of
significance. Indicate the type of site (i.e., village, cemetery, midden, etc.), as well as the current use of the site.
Indicate other known prehistoric and historic uses of the site, and describe changes to the site relating to those uses.
Describe the major physical features of the site that relate to its archaeological significance. Indicate how the site
relates to the development of the district and its other components.

Example – Archaeological Site

Prehistoric archaeological site within an archaeological district: The Turtle Mound site is a shell midden 320x25
feet in size and at least 11 feet thick. The top of the midden is approximately 12 - 13 feet above the normal water
level in the adjacent marsh and river. Citrus trees surround the edges of the mound, but the central portion is clear
of large vegetation and the surface has a thick cover of grass and weeds. There are two non-historic abandoned
structures on the site, a picnic shelter on a concrete slab and a small residence on brick piers. Periods of
occupation include Late Archaic (Mt. Taylor, Orange and Transitional: 400 BC - 500BC), Woodland (Malabar I:
500 BC - 800AD), and Mississippian (Malabar IIa and IIb: 800 AD - 1513 AD). During prehistoric occupation,
with growth through the accumulation of refuse and architectural debris from a village type of settlement, the site
attained its mound-like appearance and became a prominent landform and the highest point for miles around.

Additional information required: In the blanks provided, enter the date of construction if available, or indicate the
approximate date. Enter the approximate dates of alterations, and indicate whether or not the building has been
moved.

2. Statement of Significance

For buildings in historic districts: Summarize how the building contributes to the significance of the district. This
summary should relate to the significance of the district (including the district’s period of significance) as identified
in the National Register nomination or district designation documentation. Is it similar to other buildings in the
district in scale, building materials, style, and period of construction? Note important persons from the past
associated with the building, former uses of the property, and the name of the architect or builder, if known.

Example – Historic Building

Building within a National Register historic district: The district is an intact grouping of architecturally significant
commercial and industrial buildings constructed between 1850 and 1915 that display a variety of styles and types
of architectural ornamentation popular during this era. The district is also significant as an early manufacturing
and distribution center which led to the city’s growth as one of the largest cities in the state. Industrial growth in
the late 19th and early 20th centuries required the construction of larger buildings and several still exist within the
boundaries of the district (see photographs). This modest three-story building is typical in appearance and history
to the majority of the buildings in the district. It was originally built for manufacturing buttons, but was converted
to a store with offices above during the 1880s when wholesaling grew as an important new activity in the district.
The building is similar to its neighbors in size, scale, materials, and style.

For archaeological sites in districts: Explain why the property is archaeologically significant and the level of its
significance (local, state, national). Discuss its integrity and rarity, and its potential for significant contribution to the
body of knowledge about our history or prehistory.Package ID: FCF79D93EA518E073235868ABF23B366
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Example – Archaeological Site

Turtle Mound is a large, multi-component accretionary village midden occupied from at least the Late Archaic
Mt. Taylor Period (4,000 - 2,000 BC) through the Mississippian Period which ended shortly after European
contact, approximately 1565 AD. The site is virtually undisturbed and contains a wealth of artifacts, features and
ecofacts from four to six millennia of occupation, and can contribute detailed information about evolution and
how people adapted to wetlands during the global climatic changes of the Holocene (the last 10,000 years).
Turtle Mound is significant at the local and state level because of its demonstrated potential as a source of
information pertinent to  questions of cultural history, subsistence, settlement patterns and cultural ecology.

3. Photographs and Maps

Provide good, clear photographs describing the building or site and its surroundings before improvement. Polaroid
photos are not acceptable. Good photographic coverage is a very important part of the application. Photographs
supplement, and to some extent may substitute for, some of the descriptive material in the Description of Physical
Appearance. Applications for historic buildings should show all elevations of the building, views of the building in its
setting on the street, and representative interior spaces and features. Applications for archaeological sites should
show the principal physical features of the site and its surroundings, and examples, if available, of artifacts recovered
by past archaeological investigations. Photographs should be numbered, dated and labeled with the property name,
the view (e.g., east side), and a brief description of what is shown. Photographs should be keyed to the application
narrative and a sketch map, where appropriate.

Provide a map of the historic or archaeological district, clearly identifying the lot on which the building or site is
located. This is necessary to verify the property’s eligibility for the property tax exemption. If the exemption is being
sought for one of a group of buildings or sites that are listed together in the National Register or locally designated
together, a site plan or map of the group is necessary to specifically identify the building or site under  consideration.

Special Considerations

Applicants should carefully read the following information about certain special considerations that may apply to
their particular case. If a building is in one or more of the categories described below, additional information will be
necessary. If this information is provided at the outset, the review process should not be delayed.

Moved buildings: An applicant must provide additional information to support an application for a building that has
been moved since listing or local designation, or is a candidate for moving. Such documentation must discuss: (1) the
effect of the move on the building’s appearance ( any demolition, changes in foundation, etc., undertaken and
proposed); (2) the new setting and general environment of the proposed or new site; (3) the effect of the move on the
distinctive historic and visual character of the district; and (4) the method (to be) used for moving the building. Such
documentation must also include photographs showing the previous and proposed or new environments, including
site, adjacent buildings, and streetscapes.

Multiple buildings or sites: Properties containing more than one building, where the buildings are functionally
related historically to serve an overall purpose (i.e., a residence and carriage house or a series of structures which
make up an industrial plant), will be treated as a single historic property. Generally, a single application form may be
used to request the property tax exemption for these buildings. Documentation, however, must be submitted for every
building to be considered for the exemption. For instance, if a house and carriage house are both to be improved, a
single application may be used but a physical description, a statement of significance, and full photographic coverage
for each building must be provided. The owner should state explicitly the buildings for which evaluation is requested.
A sketch map or site plan should be provided to show the current relationship of the buildings. Note: If buildings are
under separate ownership, a separate application must be filled out by each  owner.

Owners of properties containing more than one archaeological site must submit a single application that describes all
the sites within the listed or designated property.
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Part 2 – Historic Preservation Property Tax Exemption Application
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Description of Improvements

Part 2 of the Historic Preservation Property Tax Exemption Application, Description of Improvements, must be
completed by all owners of historic properties seeking to have improvements preliminarily approved as being
consistent with the historic or archaeological character of the property and, where applicable, the district in which the
structure or site is located. The Description of Improvements will be used to describe existing conditions, proposed
or completed improvements, and the impact of these improvements on existing materials and features and the overall
historic character of the property.

Application Review: All projects will be reviewed and evaluated for conformance with the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings. This U.S. Department of
Interior, National Park Service, publication is available from the Division at the address indicated on the first page of
these instructions. The ten Standards for Rehabilitation (see below) are broadly worded to guide the improvement of
all types of historic properties. The underlying concern expressed in the referenced Standards and Guidelines is the
preservation of significant historic materials and features of a building or archaeological site in the process of
restoration, rehabilitation or renovation. For buildings, the Standards and Guidelines apply with equal force to the site
improvements, interior and exterior work, and the Division or Local Historic Preservation Office, as applicable, will
review the entire improvement project (including any attached, adjacent or related new construction) rather than a
single segment of work. Evaluation is based on whether or not the overall project is consistent with the Standards and
Guidelines. Proposed work that does not appear to be consistent with the Standards and Guidelines will be identified,
and advice will be given to assist property owners, architects, or builders in bringing the project into  conformance.

Completing the Description of Improvements

1. Data on building or archaeological site and improvement project: Indicate the type of construction of the
existing building (e.g., masonry bearing wall, wood frame, steel frame, concrete). Give the use(s) of the building
before improvement (e.g., school/vacant). For archaeological sites, indicate the age of the site and its original
function. For both types of sites, indicate the proposed use after improvement (current use if the improvements for
which the exemption is being sought have been completed).

2. Detailed description of improvement work: In the numbered blocks, provide a description of project work.
Describe the entire project. For buildings, begin by describing site work, followed by work on the exterior, including
new construction, and finally work on the interior, as applicable. A separate block should be used to describe each
major work item and its effect on architectural or archaeological features (see examples below).

In the left block, identify the feature requiring work and indicate whether it is original to the building or site, was
added at a later date, or is new construction. Give the approximate date of the feature. In the appropriate space
describe the physical condition of the feature. Indicate the photograph or drawing that shows the feature.

In the right block, explain in detail the restoration, renovation or rehabilitation work to be undertaken. Describe the
effect (visual, structural, or other) on existing features. List drawings, marked-up photographs, or specification page
numbers that describe the improvement work and its impact on the existing building or archaeological site.

3. Photographs

For historic buildings: For Part 2 of the Application, Description of Improvements, the applicant must submit a
sufficient number of good, clear photographs with the application to document both interior and exterior conditions
of the historic building, its site and environment, prior to any work, and to show the areas of proposed work (or for
projects completed before application, areas and features affected by completed improvements). Polaroid
photographs are not acceptable. Such documentation is necessary for evaluation of the effect of the improvements on
the historic structure. Where such documentation is not provided, review and evaluation cannot be completed. This
shall result in a recommendation for denial of the request for exemption.
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For archaeological sites: Photographs should show all principal features of the site prior to any work, with detailed
photographs showing the features to be affected (or for projects completed before application, features already
affected) by improvements.

All photographs should be numbered, dated and labeled with the property name, the view (e.g., east side) and a brief
description of what is shown; photographs should be keyed to the narrative in the Description of Improvements. In
many cases, it may be helpful to mark directly on the photographs to show the areas of proposed (or areas affected by
completed) work Photographs may be black and white or color, but must show features clearly. Photographs are notPackage ID: FCF79D93EA518E073235868ABF23B366



returnable.

4. Drawings or sketches

Drawings or sketches are required for proposed (or completed) project work to show alterations and new construction
on the property. Drawings or sketches must be sufficiently detailed to show existing (pre-project) conditions and
anticipated (or completed) changes. Documentation should include site plans, floor plans and, where necessary,
sections and elevations. All drawings and sketches submitted with the Description of Improvements should be
numbered and keyed to the narrative blocks in the application.

Examples (Buildings)

Feature 1

Feature facade brick
Approx. date of feature ca.1880

Describe existing feature and its condition:

Hard pressed red brick with butter joints in
good  condition. Mortar mostly sound but
deteriorated  and missing around downspout at
east end of  facade. Some graffiti at first floor.

Photo no. 3,6 Drawing no. N/A

Describe work and impact on existing feature:

Will selectively hand clean deteriorated joints
and  repoint with mortar and joint width to
match  existing (see spec. pp. 33-35); chemically
clean  graffiti from first floor piers (see spec. pp.
30-31).

Feature 2

Feature main staircase Approx. date of
feature ca. 1880/unknown

Describe existing feature and its condition:

Original stair exists between 1st and 3rd floors.
Some  balusters missing and treads worn. Later
stair from 3rd to 8th floors.

Photo no. 9,10 Drawing no. A-12

Describe work and impact on existing feature:

Replace missing balusters with matching pieces.
Sand painted banisters and balusters and
varnish.  Replace treads as need. Sand and
paint stairs.  Retain later stair as needed.
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Example (Archaeological Site)

Feature 1

Feature shell midden Approx. date of
feature 4000 BC - 1513 AD

Describe existing feature and its condition:

West side of midden is being eroded by river at
rate of 2-4 feet per year.

Photo no. 7,8 Drawing no. S-1, S-2

Describe work and impact on existing feature:

Install interlocking sheet piles with concrete cap
and  drilled-in pier anchors. Height of sheet piles
to  match contour of midden. Backfill sheet piles
and  sod to match adjacent portion of midden.
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The Request for Review of Completed Work must provide a comprehensive photographic description of the
completed improvements. Photographs of the completed work should show the same views as the “before”
photographs included in Part 2, Description of Improvements.

All photographs should be numbered, dated and labeled with the property name, the view (e.g., east side) and a brief
description of what is shown, and should be keyed to the narrative in Part 2 of the application. Photographs may be
black and white or color, but must show features clearly. Polaroid photographs are not acceptable. Photographs are
not returnable.

Project Amendments

If changes to a project are planned at any time after submission of the application, an Amendment Sheet must be
submitted for review. Provide the address of the property. Indicate planned changes in project work, giving the
originally proposed treatment and the amended work item description. Give the owner’s name. Sign and date the
Amendment Sheet. Give the owner’s address and daytime telephone number. Return it to the Division or the Local
Historic Preservation Office as specified under the local ordinance. Approval of amendments to applications is
conveyed only in writing by the Division or the Local Historic Preservation Office.

Special Rehabilitation Concerns

Several areas of special concern have been identified in reviewing and evaluating preservation projects. The
“Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings” accompanying the Secretary of the Interior’s “Standards for
Rehabilitation” provide further guidance on these and other areas of concern. Owners should take care to address
these concerns when undertaking work in any of the areas described below.

Storefront alterations: Justify changes to storefronts and provide photographs of the areas to be altered. Information
should be provided on when the existing storefront was constructed; on what the existing physical conditions are;
and if a historical treatment is planned, on what evidence the proposed new storefront designs are based. Owners are
strongly discouraged from introducing a storefront or new design element on the ground floor that alters the
character of the structure and its relationship with the street, or that causes destruction of significant historic
material.

New heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems: Indicate what effect the new equipment and
ductwork will have on historic building materials and features. If the HVAC system requires removal of windows or
portions of walls, describe alternative systems considered in the design process and why the proposed system was
chosen. Installation of systems that cause damage to historic building material or features, or cause visual loss of
character shall result in a recommendation for denial of the exemption.
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New windows: Indicate the condition of existing windows (sash, glazing, muntins, etc.) and the reasons for
replacement. Photographs and a window survey must be provided as evidence of severe deterioration. Provide data
on the cost of repairing existing windows versus installing replacements. Owners are strongly encouraged to retain
and repair historic windows. Installation of tinted glass that causes a change in historic character shall result in a
recommendation for denial of the exemption. Where replacement of existing windows appears justified by supporting
documentation and where the windows are an integral part of the buildings design and character, replacement sash
should match the original material, size, pane configuration, color, trim details, and planar and reflective qualities.
Scaled drawings comparing the existing windows with the replacement windows should be  provided.

Interior partitions and removing interior plaster: Indicate the existing condition of the interior and document
with photographs. Show which walls are to be removed or altered. Note whether trim elements and plaster will be
affected. Owners are strongly discouraged from changing floor plans unnecessarily and from exposing masonry
surfaces unless this condition is supported by historical evidence.

Exterior masonry cleaning: Owners are strongly encouraged to clean masonry only when necessary to halt
deterioration or remove graffiti and stains. Indicate the condition of each material to be cleaned. Specify what the
cleaning is intended to accomplish (soot removal, paint removal, etc.) and the process to be used on each masonry
element. Provide supporting material to show that the method selected is the gentlest means possible for this project.
Summarize results of test patches, and include close-up color photographs of masonry surface before and after
cleaning as evidence. Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that damage historic materials shall
not be used.
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Exterior masonry repair: Indicate deteriorated areas that require repair and provide evidence that repointing mortar
will match the original in composition (i.e., ratio of lime, cement, sand and any additives), color, texture, and tooling.
Owners are encouraged to repoint only those portions of the masonry that require repair.

New additions and new construction: New exterior additions that substantially alter the appearance and form of
historic structures shall cause recommendation for denial of the exemption. Similarly new construction, including
site work, that alters the relationship of a structure to its site, changes the historic landscape or otherwise damages the
historic character of the property shall cause recommendation for denial of the exemption.

The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation

“Rehabilitation” as used herein is defined as “the process of returning a property to a state of utility, through repair
or alteration, which makes possible an efficient contemporary use while preserving those portions and features of the
property which are significant to its historic, architectural and cultural values.” These Standards are to be applied to
specific rehabilitation projects in a reasonable matter, taking into consideration economic and technical  feasibility.

Standard 1: A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that requires minimal change
to the defining characteristics of the building and its site and environment.

Standard 2: The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of historic materials  or
alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be avoided.

Standard 3 Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place and use. Changes that create a
false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or adding architectural elements from other
buildings, shall not be undertaken.

Standard 4: Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic significance in their own
right shall be preserved.

Standard 5: Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that
characterize a historic property shall be retained and preserved.
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Standard 6: Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of deterioration
requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature shall match the old in design, color, texture, and other
visual qualities and, where possible, materials. Replacement of missing features shall be substantiated by
documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence.

Standard 7: Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to historic materials shall not
be used. The surface cleaning of structures, if appropriate, shall be undertaken using the gentlest means possible.

Standard 8: Significant archaeological resources affected by a project shall be protected and preserved. If such
resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures shall be undertaken.

Standard 9: New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic materials that
characterize a property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with the massing,
size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity of the property and its environment.

Standard 10: New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a manner that if
removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its environment would be
unimpaired.

As stated in the above definition, the treatment “rehabilitation” assumes that at least some repair or alteration of the
historic building will be needed in order to provide for an efficient contemporary use; however, these repairs and
alterations must not damage or destroy materials, features or finishes that are important in defining the building’s
historic character. For example, certain treatments – if improperly applied -- may cause or accelerate physical
deterioration of a historic building. These can include improper repointing or exterior masonry cleaning techniques
or introducing insulation that damages historic fabric. Generally, use of such materials and treatments will result in a
project that does not meet the Standards. Similarly, exterior additions that duplicate the form, material, and detailing
of the structure to the extent that they compromise the historic character of the structure will fail to meet the
Standards.
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Historic Preservation Property Tax Exemption Application
Part 1 – Evaluation of Property Eligibility

Read the attached instructions carefully before completing this application. Your application cannot be evaluated
unless it is complete and all required supporting materials are provided. In the event of any discrepancy between the
application form and other supplementary material submitted with it (such as architectural plans, drawings and
specifications), the application form shall take precedence. Type or print clearly in black ink. If additional space is
needed, attach additional sheets.

GENERAL INFORMATION (To be completed by all applicants)

1. Property identification and location:

Property Identification Number (from tax records):    0420000000 Attach legal description of property

Address of property:       Street:   316 N. Main Street

City:    Hastings                                 County:      Saint Johns                                   Zip Code: 32145

( ) Individually National Register listed                                                     (X) Locally designated historic property or landmark*
( ) In a National Register district                                                                 ( ) In a locally designated district

* For applications submitted to the Division of Historical Resources, attach a copy of the local designation report
for the property and the official correspondence notifying the property owner of designation.

Name of historic district _________________________________________________________________________

For locally designated historic properties or landmarks, or properties located in locally designated historic  districts,
provide the following additional information:

Name of local historic preservation agency/office _____________________________________________________

Mailing Address _______________________________________________________________________________

City_____________________________ State_____________________ Zip Code __________________________

Telephone Number (_____) _________________________

2. Type of request:
(X ) Exemption under 196.1997, F.S. (standard exemption)
( ) Exemption under 196.1998, F.S. (exemption for properties occupied by non-profit organizations or
government agencies and regularly open to the public) If applying under s. 196.1998, F.S., complete
Question 9 on page five.

3. Owner information:

Name of individual or organization owning the property:          316 N Main St. LLC

____________________________________________________________________________________________

Mailing address:       105 S. Ponce De LEon Blvd.

City:    Saint Augustine                                   State:      FL.                            Zip code:    32084

Daytime Telephone Number: ( 904 ) 806-4274
If the property is in multiple ownership, attach a list of all owners with their mailing addresses.
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Page Two – Historic Preservation Property Tax Exemption Application

Property Identification Number:       0420000000

Property Address:      316 N Main St. Hastings, FL. 32145

4. Owner Attestation: I hereby attest that the information I have provided is, to the best of my knowledge, correct,
and that I own the property described above or that I am legally the authority in charge of the property. Further, by
submission of this Application, I agree to allow access to the property by representatives of the Division of Historical
Resources or the Local Historic Preservation Office ,where such office exists, and appropriate representatives of the
local government from which the exemption is being requested, for the purpose of verification of information
provided in this Application. I also understand that, if the requested exemption is granted, I will be required to enter
into a Covenant with the local government granting the exemption in which I must agree to maintain the character of
the property and the qualifying improvements for the term of the exemption.

Name:   Jena Baker-Dennis                 Signature:_____________________________        Date: 11/02/2022

Complete the following if signing for an organization or multiple owners:

Title:        Managing Member                                 Organization name:  316 N Main St LLC

EVALUATION OF PROPERTY ELIGIBILITY
(To be completed only for properties in historic or archaeological districts):

5. Description of Physical Appearance: 316 N Main Street consists of a main two story section which faces
Maint St and one story wing along the rear.  The main two story section is on the commercial masonry
vernacular style, is made of brick, has a flat roof, and a stepped design along the parapet on the N.P.S.
elevators.  The first story of the facade has modifications which include the large plate glass windows and
covered transoms, but retains several original entrances plus one contemporary one.  One entry features a
pair of barnyard doors that allow for the entry of farm equipment to be serviced inside.  The second level of
the facade features four sets of single hang 1/1 windows.  A one story brick way with a gable roof is
attached to the rear of the building commutes to on a addition that used to be the location of the local
paper.

Date of Construction:     1920       Date(s) of Alteration(s):   1980 - Present

Has building been moved? ( )Yes ( X )No If so, when?_____________

6. Statement of Significance:   316 North Main, which was constructed circa 1920, is significant because of
its commercial masonry vernacular architecture ( Criteria 4 ) that represents the style of architecture that
was popular on Main Street, across the county (Criteria 3).  Its original use as a tractor repair shop
represents the economic and agricultural prosperity of Hastings in the 1920’s that allowed for new
construction and businesses along Main Street.  The structure also satisfies the minimum 3/7 attributes of
integrity which include location, design, and materials.

B-SIGNED

N
ov

 0
4,

 2
02

2

0c7c22f…
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Page Three – Historic Preservation Property Tax Exemption Application

Property Identification Number:        0420000000

Property Address:      316 N. Main St. Hastings, FL. 32145

7. Photographs and maps:
Attach photographs and maps to application.

Package ID: FCF79D93EA518E073235868ABF23B366



DOS Form No. HR3E101292
Revised 09/03/00

Page Four

Historic Preservation Property Tax Exemption Application
Part 2 – Description of Improvements

(To be completed by all applicants):
Complete the blocks below. Include site work, new construction, alterations, etc.

Property Identification Number:    0420000000

Property Address:     316 N. Main St. Hastings, FL. 32145

Feature 1

Feature:    Windows
Approx. date of feature:   1920

Describe existing feature and its condition: Existing
windows are extensively deteriorated and have wood
rot, termite damage and broken panes.

Photo no.______ Drawing no.________

Describe work and impact on existing feature:

New windows to replace damaged ones that resemble
original ones with sing hung 1/1 design in order to
retain historical appearance.

Feature 2

Feature:     Structural Framework
Approx. date of feature:     1920

Describe existing feature and its condition:

Structural framework shows signs of deterioration
which include rot and rusted beams.

Photo no.______ Drawing no.________

Describe work and impact on existing feature:

Replacement or reinforcement of structured materials
to ensure safety and structural stability.

Feature 3

Feature:    Roof
Approx. date of feature:    Unknown

Describe existing feature and its condition:

Multiple roofs on structure show failure as evident by
holes, rust, and water intrusion.

Photo no.______ Drawing no.________

Describe work and impact on existing features:

New roofs that will protect structures from water
damage.  Historical materials such as metal will be
used if possible.

Package ID: FCF79D93EA518E073235868ABF23B366

 All metal framed windows have been repaired

and restored to original working order and
broken panes have been replaced with glass to

resemble the original panes.



Issue Date Parcel # ValuationProposed Use 

St. Johns County
Building Permit # 12117274 

**NOTICE** Permits become null and void if work or construction authorized is not commenced within 6 months or if 
construction or work is suspended or abandoned for a period of 6 months at any time after work is commenced. 

Does not include Electrical, Mechanical, Plumbing

Warning to owner: your failure to record a notice of commencement may result in your paying twice for improvements to 
your property.  a notice of commencement must be recorded and posted on the job site before the first inspection. 

11/1/2021 042000-0000 $35,000.00437R  REBUILD WALL + ROOF DUE TO FIRE DAMANGE

Legal

Project Address

Owner

Contractor

5 26 27 BLK 1 OR5300/1007 2/48 HASTINGS LAND & IMPROVEMENT CORPORATION SUBDIVISION OF 
HASTINGS FLORIDA LOTS 3 4

316 N MAIN ST,   HASTINGS  FL  32145-0000

316 N MAIN STREET LLC
105 SOUTH PONCE DE LEON BLVD  SAINT AUGUSTINE  FL  32084

MUSCETTA, JOSEPH C
2831 GLIMPSE OF GLORY RD   ST AUGUSTINE FL 32084

BL-3764   phone:904-599-1646  fax: 

Information
7th Edition FBC (2020) 
Business: Group B, Occupancy Class: Business: Group B, N/A, Occupancy Load: 0, 
Square Footage : 0 Stories : 
Max Height : Height of a building is the vertical distance from the lowest point of the
 established grade surrounding the perimeter of the building to the highest point of the roof or parapet. 
Flood Zone : 
First Floor Elv : 0
Cashier # 21-071357 Amt Paid $119.24
Cashier # 22-022047 Amt Paid $40.00
 Permit Fee Paid : $212.24

2 Pending Holds:
7th Edition FBC (2020) BLDG PERMIT FEE $100.76
FIRE MARSHAL INSPECTION REQ PLAN CHECK FEE $0.00

Ttl Fee $50.38 - Credit $50.38
Fire Plan Check Fee $0.00
Ttl Fee $71.00 - Credit $71.00
Permit Issuance Fee $14.00
*FL DBPR SURCHARGE
(553.721)

$2.00

Minimums $2.00
*FL BCAIB SURCHARGE
(468.631)

$2.48

Revision Bldg $40.00
Revised to repair and replace 
more damaged wood 
Revision Bldg $53.00

NOTICE: In addition to the requirements of this permit, there may be additional restrictions applicable to this property that 
may be found in the public records of this county, and there may be additional permits required from other governmental 

entities such as water management districts, state agencies, or federal agencies.



Issue Date Parcel # ValuationProposed Use 

St. Johns County
Building Permit # 12200127 

**NOTICE** Permits become null and void if work or construction authorized is not commenced within 6 months or if 
construction or work is suspended or abandoned for a period of 6 months at any time after work is commenced. 

Does not include Electrical, Mechanical, Plumbing

Warning to owner: your failure to record a notice of commencement may result in your paying twice for improvements to 
your property.  a notice of commencement must be recorded and posted on the job site before the first inspection. 

1/4/2022 042000-0000 $17,500.00435C  RE-ROOF WITH TPO SYSTEM

Legal

Project Address

Owner

Contractor

2/48 HASTINGS LAND & IMPROVEMENT CORPORATION SUBDIVISION OF HASTINGS FLORIDA LOTS 
3 4 5 26 27 BLK 1 OR5300/1007

316 N MAIN ST,   HASTINGS  FL  32145-0000

316 N MAIN STREET LLC
105 SOUTH PONCE DE LEON BLVD  SAINT AUGUSTINE  FL  32084

STRICKLAND, AUSTIN WAYNE
PO BOX 415   SAN MATEO FL 32187

SC-CCC1326783   phone:386-983-3601  fax: 

Information
 
, Occupancy Load: 0, 
Square Footage : 0 Stories : 
Max Height : Height of a building is the vertical distance from the lowest point of the
 established grade surrounding the perimeter of the building to the highest point of the roof or parapet. 
Flood Zone : 
First Floor Elv : 0
 Permit Fee Paid : $101.82

1 Pending Holds:
7th Edition FBC (2020) BLDG PERMIT FEE $55.88

PLAN CHECK FEE $27.94
Permit Issuance Fee $14.00
*FL DBPR SURCHARGE
(553.721)

$2.00

Minimums $2.00
*FL BCAIB SURCHARGE
(468.631)

$2.00

Minimums $2.00

NOTICE: In addition to the requirements of this permit, there may be additional restrictions applicable to this property that 
may be found in the public records of this county, and there may be additional permits required from other governmental 

entities such as water management districts, state agencies, or federal agencies.



Issue Date Parcel # ValuationProposed Use 

St. Johns County
Building Permit # 12205249 

**NOTICE** Permits become null and void if work or construction authorized is not commenced within 6 months or if 
construction or work is suspended or abandoned for a period of 6 months at any time after work is commenced. 

Does not include Electrical, Mechanical, Plumbing

Warning to owner: your failure to record a notice of commencement may result in your paying twice for improvements to 
your property.  a notice of commencement must be recorded and posted on the job site before the first inspection. 

3/30/2022 042000-0000 $8,400.00434E  Replacement windows

Legal

Project Address

Owner

Contractor

2/48 HASTINGS LAND & IMPROVEMENT CORPORATION SUBDIVISION OF HASTINGS FLORIDA LOTS 
3 4 5 26 27 BLK 1 OR5300/1007

316 N MAIN ST,   HASTINGS  FL  32145-0000

316 N MAIN STREET LLC
105 SOUTH PONCE DE LEON BLVD  SAINT AUGUSTINE  FL  32084

MUSCETTA, JOSEPH C
2831 GLIMPSE OF GLORY RD   ST AUGUSTINE FL 32084

BL-3764   phone:904-599-1646  fax: 

Information
 
, Occupancy Load: 0, 
Square Footage : 0 Stories : 
Max Height : Height of a building is the vertical distance from the lowest point of the
 established grade surrounding the perimeter of the building to the highest point of the roof or parapet. 
Flood Zone : 
First Floor Elv : 0
 Permit Fee Paid : $66.18

2 Pending Holds:
7th Edition FBC (2020) BLDG PERMIT FEE $32.12
INFO NOC- * NEED PLAN CHECK FEE $16.06

Permit Issuance Fee $14.00
*FL DBPR SURCHARGE
(553.721)

$2.00

Minimums $2.00
*FL BCAIB SURCHARGE
(468.631)

$2.00

Minimums $2.00

NOTICE: In addition to the requirements of this permit, there may be additional restrictions applicable to this property that 
may be found in the public records of this county, and there may be additional permits required from other governmental 

entities such as water management districts, state agencies, or federal agencies.



Certificate of Completion
By

The St. Johns County Building 
Department, Florida 

Permit # 12200127

Owner's Name and Address: 

Site Address: 

Description of work:

Code Edition:

Permitted work has been inspected for compliance with the requirements of this code for the 
occupancy and division of occupancy and the use for which the proposed occupancy is classified.   

Howard T. White, Building Official Date

H. T. White January 19, 2022

435C  RE-ROOF WITH TPO SYSTEM

316 N MAIN ST,   HASTINGS  FL  32145-0000

316 N MAIN STREET LLC
105 SOUTH PONCE DE LEON BLVD  SAINT AUGUSTINE  FL  32084

Authentication Code T43S21W

Construction Type: 

Use & Occupancy Classification:

Occupant Load: Fire Sprinklers: Not Required



DOS Form No. HR3E101292
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Page Five – Historic Preservation Property Tax Exemption Application

Property Identification Number:     0420000000

Property Address:    316 N. Main St. Hastings, FL. 32145

Feature 4

Feature:   Doors
Approx. date of feature:     1920

Describe existing feature and its condition:

There are multiple entrances along the facade which
include period doors and contemporary replacements.
Both original and contemporary doors show signs of
deterioration.

Photo no.______ Drawing no.________

Describe work and impact on existing feature:

Restore original doors if possible and replace
contemporary ones with ones that are more period
correct to the build date.

Feature 5

Feature:  Window transoms
Approx. date of feature:     1920

Describe existing feature and its condition:

The original window transoms have been removed
along the facade

Photo no.______ Drawing no.________

Describe work and impact on existing feature:

If economically feasible, restore transoms to recreate
the original historic appearance of the structure.

Feature 6

Feature:  Ell wing on rear of structure
Approx. date of feature:    1930

Describe existing feature and its condition:

The ell wing was significantly damaged by a runaway
tractor and a rebuild is necessary.  Walls were toppled
and structural integrity was compromised.

Photo no.______ Drawing no.________

Describe work and impact on existing features:

The ell wing needs to be rebuilt almost completely.
The restoration will be along the same footprint as to
maintain the historical appearance of the structure.  The
ell used to house the local newspaper and is an
important part of the significance of the structure.

Package ID: FCF79D93EA518E073235868ABF23B366



Contractor

Information

Issue Date Parcel # Proposed Use 

St. Johns County
Electrical Permit # 22200155 

Legal

Project Address

Owner

Valuation

1/5/2022 042000-0000 $0.00

2/48 HASTINGS LAND & IMPROVEMENT CORPORATION SUBDIVISION OF HASTINGS 
FLORIDA LOTS 3 4 5 26 27 BLK 1 OR5300/1007

316 N MAIN ST,   HASTINGS  FL  32145-0000

316 N MAIN STREET LLC
105 SOUTH PONCE DE LEON BLVD  SAINT AUGUSTINE  FL  32084

VOGEL, KENNETH ANTHONY  *  ESSENTIAL ELECTRIC LLC
3158 HIGHLAND GROVE DRIVE   ORANGE PARK FL 32065

BL-6333   phone:904-444-2232  fax: 

Master Permit: 

Gen Contractor: 

Overhead Service

Power Company FPL

MAIN SERVICE PANEL Amps 200 

Cashier # 22-000750 Amt Paid $85.00

**NOTICE** Permits become null and void if work or construction authorized is not commenced within 6 months or if 
construction or work is suspended or abandoned for a period of 6 months at any time after work is commenced. 

Warning to owner: your failure to record a notice of commencement may result in your paying twice for 
improvements to your property.  a notice of commencement must be recorded and posted on the job site before the 

first inspection. 

NOTICE: In addition to the requirements of this permit, there may be additional restrictions applicable to this property 
that may be found in the public records of this county, and there may be additional permits required from other 

governmental entities such as water management districts, state agencies, or federal agencies.
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Page Six – Historic Preservation Property Tax Exemption Application

Property Identification Number:   0420000000

Property Address:       316 N. Main Street Hastings, FL. 32145

Feature 7

Feature:    Interior Reframing
Approx. date of feature____________

Describe existing feature and its condition:

The structure has been gutted and has no interior walls
on the first level.

Photo no.______ Drawing no.________

Describe work and impact on existing feature:

Interior walls need to be rebuilt to create / recreate a
historic minded layout for commercial spaces.

Feature 8

Feature:    Restoration of interior
Approx. date of feature:     1920

Describe existing feature and its condition:

Second story contains original mill work in restorable
condition which includes doors, wainscoting, and
other trim.

Photo no.______ Drawing no.________

Describe work and impact on existing feature:

Existing original woodwork needs to be sanded and
repainted.  Missing or severely damaged elements
replaced.

Feature 9

Feature__________________________
Approx. date of feature_____________

Describe existing feature and its condition:

Photo no.______ Drawing no.________

Describe work and impact on existing feature:

Package ID: FCF79D93EA518E073235868ABF23B366

  Post and beam construction has been used to recreate the original building design

in both look and materials.  New framing to support the structure is designed in a

way to expose and highlight the original building with brick construction.  In one

example a header will be added to remove a wall that was hastily constructed for an

unpermitted addition.  This removal will expose the original buildings brick exterior

that hasn’t been seen in over 60 years.  Advertisement signs that were hung back

when the building was originally constructed still hang on this wall.  Some care will

have to be taken to make sure these signs are not removed or stolen.
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Page Seven – Historic Preservation Property Tax Exemption Application

Property Identification Number:   0420000000

Property Address:     316 N. Main Street Hastings, FL. 32145

Property Use (To be completed by all applicants):

1. Use(s) before improvement: __________________________________________________________________

2. Proposed use(s) after improvement: ___________________________________________________________

Special Exemption (Complete only if applying for exemption under s. 196.1998, F.S. (property occupied by
non-profit organization or government agency and regularly open to the public): NOTE: Applicants should
check with local officials to determine whether or not the exemption program offered by  their municipal government
and/or county allows the special exemption provided by s. 196.1998, F.S.

1. Identify the governmental agency or non-profit organization that occupies the building or archaeological site:

2. How often does this organization or agency use the building or archaeological site? ________________________

3. For buildings, indicate the total useable area of the building in square feet. (For archaeological sites, indicate the
total area of the upland component in acres)__________________square feet( ) acres( )

4. How much area does the organization or agency use?__________________square feet( ) acres( )  5. What

percentage of the usable area does the organization or agency use?____________%  6. Is the property open to the

public ( )Yes ( )No If so, when? ________________________________________  7. Are there regular hours? ( )Yes

( )No If so, what are they?_________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

8. Is the property also open by appointment? ( )Yes ( )No

9. Is the property open only by appointment? ( )Yes ( )No

Package ID: FCF79D93EA518E073235868ABF23B366

Unusable due to extensive structural damage and water intrusion leading to high levels of mold and mildew.

Use after improvement: Luxury commercial lease space / restaurant.
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Page Eight – Historic Preservation Property Tax Exemption Application

PART 1 APPLICATION REVIEW
For Local Historic Preservation Office or Division Use Only

Property Identification Number:   0420000000

Property Address:   316 N. Main Street Hastings, FL. 32145

The ( )Local Preservation Office ( )Division has reviewed the Historic Preservation Property Tax Exemption
Application for the above named property and hereby:

( ) Certifies that the above referenced property qualifies as a historic property consistent with
the provisions of s. 196.1997 (11), F.S.

( ) Certifies that the above referenced property does not qualify as a historic property consistent with
the provisions of s. 196.1997 (11), F.S.

( ) Certifies that the above referenced property qualifies for the special exemption provided under s.
196.1998, F.S., for properties occupied by non-profit organizations or government agencies and
regularly open to the public.

( ) Certifies that the above referenced property does not qualify for the special exemption provided under s.
196.1998, F.S.

Review Comments: ____________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Additional Review Comments attached? Yes( ) No( )

Signature _________________________________________________

Typed or printed name ______________________________________

Title_____________________________________________________

Date__________________________________

Package ID: FCF79D93EA518E073235868ABF23B366
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Page Nine – Historic Preservation Property Tax Exemption Application

PART 2 APPLICATION REVIEW
For Local Historic Preservation Office or Division Use Only

Property Identification Number:    0420000000

Property Address:     316 N. Main Street, Hastings, FL. 32145

The ( )Local Preservation Office ( )Division has reviewed the Historic Preservation Property Tax Exemption
Application for the above named property and hereby:

( ) Determines that improvements to the above referenced property are consistent with the Secretary of
Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings, and the
criteria set forth in Chapter 1A-38, F.A.C.

( ) Determines that improvements to the above referenced property are not consistent with the Secretary
of Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings, and the
criteria set forth in Chapter 1A-38, F.A.C. All work not consistent with the referenced Standards,
Guidelines and criteria are identified in the Review Comments. Recommendations to assist the   applicant in
bringing the proposed work into compliance with the referenced Standards, Guidelines   and criteria are
provided in the Review Comments.

Review Comments: ____________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Additional Review Comments attached? Yes( ) No( )

Signature _________________________________________________

Typed or printed name ______________________________________

Title_____________________________________________________

Date________________________

Package ID: FCF79D93EA518E073235868ABF23B366
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Page Ten

Historic Preservation Property Tax Exemption Application
Part 3 – Request for Review of Completed work

Upon completion of the restoration, rehabilitation or renovation, return this form with photographs of the completed
work (views of site improvements, exterior and interior work for buildings) to the Division of Historical Resources or
the Local Historic Preservation Office, as applicable. These photographs must provide a comprehensive description
of the completed work. They should be the same views as the before photographs included in Part 2 of the
application. Type or print clearly in black ink. The final recommendation of the Division of Historical Resources or
the Local Historic Preservation Office, as applicable, with respect to the requested historic preservation property tax
exemption is made on the basis of the descriptions in this Request for Review of Completed Work.

1. Property identification and location:

Property Identification Number:  0420000000

Address of property: Street:  316 N. Main Street

City:  Hastings                  County:  Saint Johns               Zip Code:  32145

2. Data on restoration, rehabilitation, or renovation project:

Project starting date__________________________ Project completion date: ______________________________

Estimated cost of entire project: $______________________

Estimated costs attributed solely to work on historic buildings or archaeological site: $ ________________________

3. Owner Attestation: I hereby apply for the historic preservation property tax exemption for the restoration,
rehabilitation or renovation work described above and in Part 2 of the Historic Preservation Property Tax Exemption
Application (Application) submitted for this project. I attest that the information provided is, to the best of my
knowledge, correct, and that in my opinion the completed project conforms to The Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings, and is consistent with the work
described in Part 2 of the Application. I also attest that I am the owner of the property described above or, if the
property is not owned by an individual, that I am the duly authorized representative of the owner. Further, by
submission of this Application and Request for Review of Completed Work (Request), I agree to allow access to the
property by representatives of the Division of Historical Resources or the Local Historic Preservation Office, where
such office exists, and appropriate representatives of the local government from which the exemption is being
requested, for the purpose of verification of information provided in the Application and this Request. I understand
that, if the requested exemption is granted, I will be required to enter into a Covenant with the local government
granting the exemption in which I must agree to maintain the character of the property and the qualifying
improvements for the term of the exemption. I also understand that falsification of factual representations in this
Application or Request is subject to criminal sanctions pursuant to the Laws of Florida.

Name:  Jena Baker-Dennis                Signature: ______________________________          Date: 11/2/2022
Complete the following if signing for an organization or multiple owners (See next page for additional owners):

Title:    Managing Member                         Organization name:     316 N. Main St. LLC

Mailing Address:   105 S. Ponce De Leon Blvd

City:    Saint Augustine       State:   FL.       Zip Code:   32084

Daytime Telephone Number:  ( 904 ) 806-4274

B-SIGNED

N
ov

 0
4,

 2
02

2

0c7c22f…
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Page Eleven – Request for Review of Completed Work

List Additional Owners:

Name________________________________________________________________________________________

Street________________________________________________________________________________________

City____________________________ State______________________ Zip Code __________________________

Name________________________________________________________________________________________

Street________________________________________________________________________________________

City____________________________ State______________________ Zip Code __________________________

Name________________________________________________________________________________________

Street________________________________________________________________________________________

City____________________________ State______________________ Zip Code __________________________

If there are additional owners, provide the indicated information for each on a separate sheet of paper.

REVIEW OF COMPLETED WORK
For Local Historic Preservation Office or Division Use Only

Property Identification Number_________________________

Property Address ______________________________________________________________________________

The ( )Local Historic Preservation Office ( )Division has reviewed Part 3 (Request for Review of Completed  Work)
of the Historic Preservation Property Tax Exemption Application for the above named property and hereby:

( ) Determines that the completed improvements to the property are consistent with the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings, and other
criteria set forth in Chapter 1A-38, F.A.C., and, therefore, recommends approval of the requested historic
preservation tax exemption.

( ) Determines that the completed improvements to the above referenced property are not consistent with the
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic
Buildings, and other criteria set forth in Chapter 1A-38, F.A.C., and, therefore, recommends denial of the
requested historic preservation tax exemption for the reasons stated in the Review Comments   below.

Review Comments: ____________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Package ID: FCF79D93EA518E073235868ABF23B366
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Page Twelve – Request for Review of Completed Work

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Additional Review Comments attached? Yes( ) No( )

Signature_____________________________________________________

Typed or printed name __________________________________________

Title ________________________________________________________

Date________________________

Package ID: FCF79D93EA518E073235868ABF23B366
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Historic Preservation Property Tax Exemption Application
Amendment Sheet

Property Identification Number______________________

Address of property: Street_______________________________________________________________________

City____________________________ County______________________ Zip Code_________________________

1. Amendment Description: Indicate all changes in the project work, giving the originally proposed treatment
and the amended work item description (use additional blank sheets if necessary):

2. Attach photographs and drawings as necessary to illustrate the proposed changes.

____________________________________ _______________________________ ________________________
Name Signature Date Complete the following if signing for an organization or multiple owners (See next page for
additional owners):

____________________________________ ________________________________________________________
Title Organization name

Mailing Address _______________________________________________________________________________

City__________________________________ State____________________ Zip Code _____________________

Daytime Telephone Number (____) ____________________

Local Historic Preservation Office or Division Use Only

The ( )Local Historic Preservation Office or ( )Division has reviewed the Amendment Sheet for the above named
property and hereby:

( ) Determines that the work described in this Amendment to the Historic Preservation Property Tax
Exemption Application for the property is consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings, and the criteria set forth in Chapter
1A-38, F.A.C.

( ) Determines that the work described in this Amendment to the Historic Preservation property Tax   Exemption
Application for the property is not consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings, and the criteria set forth in Chapter 1A-38,
F.A.C. All work not consistent with the referenced Standards, Guidelines and criteria is identified in   the Review
Comments. Recommendations to assist the applicant in bringing the proposed work into   compliance with the
Standards, Guidelines and criteria are provided in the Review Comments.

Package ID: FCF79D93EA518E073235868ABF23B366
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Page Two – Amendment Sheet --Historic Preservation Property Tax Exemption Application

Review Comments: ____________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Additional Review Comments attached? Yes( ) No( )

Signature_____________________________________________________

Typed or printed name __________________________________________

Title ________________________________________________________

Date________________________

Package ID: FCF79D93EA518E073235868ABF23B366


